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Abstract. Albedo thermoluminescent and direct-reading electron personal neutron dosimeters were examined. The 
ratio introduced by the difference between calibration and operational spectra were studied. The ratio of dosimeter 
reading and personal dose equivalent to a variety of workplace spectra after calibration is in the range from 0.6 up to 
106. A new dosimeter for neutron exposure was presented. It is suggested that the dosimeter should be used inside of 
the body. The difference between its response function and fluence-to-effective dose conversion function is in the 
factor of 7 and 9 for anteroposterior (AP) and rotation (ROT) exposure geometries respectively. This dosimeter might 
be used at emergency situations, when neutron spectrum is similar to one of nuclear fuel radionuclides fission 
reaction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Personal radiation monitoring is one of the most 
basic ways to provide the radiation safety of personnel 
working in ionizing radiation fields. In order to solve 
the problems of neutron personal monitoring, new 
advanced instruments are developed. Hereupon, 
careful attention to the issues of neutron personal 
dosimetry was drawn in the latest international and 
domestic normative materials, such as 
Recommendations of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP publication 103 [1]). 

Personal dosimeters for monitoring of neutron 
exposure are designed to measure the personal dose 
equivalent Hp(d), [1]. By using an operational quantity 
Hp(10), one obtains an approximate value of the 
effective dose. In order to measure the dose equivalent 
accurately in any field, the energy response function of 
dosimeter has to be as close as possible to the 
appropriate fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion 
function. In its turn, to evaluate the effective dose, the 
energy response function of the dosimeter has to fit the 
fluence-to-effective dose conversion function 
satisfactorily. Unfortunately, it is common for personal 
neutron dosimeters to have discrepant energy 
response. For a long time, one of the most commonly 
used and developed methods of personal neutron 
dosimetry was the emulsion technique (using nuclear 
emulsions as detectors in dosimeters). But nowadays, 
they are used very rarely. Works underway in recent 
years showed that the most suitable personal neutron 
dosimeters are albedo dosimeters with 
thermoluminescent detectors (TLD) [2-4], direct-

reading electronic personal dosimeters (EPD) [5-8] 
and etched track dosimeters [9-10]. 

Albedo techniques were developed in an attempt to 
overcome the difficulty of TLDs (and other 1/υ 
detectors) to detect fast neutrons. Neutrons incident on 
the human body are scattered and moderated by the 
nuclei of the body and, as a consequence of these 
interactions, a part of them leaves the front surface of 
the body. The spectra of the outgoing neutrons, called 
albedo neutrons, is shifted towards lower energies with 
respect to the incident neutrons as a result of the body 
moderation processes, converting fast into thermal 
neutrons and permitting their measurement by 1/υ 
detectors. Albedo dosimetry measures the neutrons 
scattered in the body instead of (or in addition to) the 
incident neutrons. 

Some of the recently proposed EPDs employ several 
diodes under different converters, or converters 
together with absorbers and moderators, trying to 
achieve a better response for the intermediate energy 
region. The thermal neutron detector is in contact with 
a natural boron radiator to detect α-particles and Li-
ions in response to low energy neutrons. The two 
detectors are in contact with a thick polyethylene 
radiator to produce recoil protons in response to high-
energy neutrons. In this configuration, the thermal 
neutron sensor has also some sensitivity for fast 
neutrons. 

One of the most popular materials used for the 
etched track detector is CR-39. It detects neutrons 
mainly by the damage tracks from the nuclei of its 
constituent atoms, namely, hydrogen, carbon and 
oxygen. The damage tracks can subsequently be 
revealed by a suitable etching process: either chemical 
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etching or electrochemical etching, or both combined. 
Different additional techniques are used to enhance the 
response function of etched track dosimeters, such as 
hydrogen or boron radiators. 

If the energy spectrum of the calibration source 
differs from the spectrum of the field where the device 
is going to be used, the dosimeter reading is supposed 
to be incorrectly determined. Nevertheless, there are 
three approaches to solve this problem. The first one is 
the development of calibration fields, which are more 
representative of the spectra encountered in the 
workplace. The second (and the easiest) approach 
involves the application of a correction factor to the 
dosimeter reading, which is calculated using the known 
dosimeter response function and the energy spectrum 
of the operational field. However, in this case, 
dosimeters will be suitable for only a limited number of 
workplaces. The third approach is to design and 
develop such dosimeter that has an appropriate 
universal energy response function. Some attempts 
have been made to improve response function of well-
known personal neutron dosimeters [11]. 

In this work uncertainties of personal neutron 
dosimeters at various operational neutron fields have 
been studied. Also the new type of personal dosimeter 
has been proposed in this study. 

2. PERSONAL DOSIMETERS UNCERTAINTIES 

2.1. Operational fields 

The investigation of personal dosimeter readings in 
typical workplace fields is based on the fact that, 
knowing the dosimeter response function and neutron 
spectrum at the point, as well as where it is used, one 
can calculate and compare the values registered by the 
dosimeter with the ‘true’ value of the effective dose 
taken by the personnel working in this radiation field. 

The difference between calibration and operational 
spectra has a strong influence on the dosimeter 
reading. The readings from albedo TLD, EPD and 
etched track dosimeter, obtained during the exposure 
in a variety of workplaces, were chosen to be examined. 
The investigation of personal dosimeter readings in 
typical workplace fields after the calibration was 
performed using 238Pu(α,n)Be source and the ISO-
recommended radionuclide sources [12]: 241Am(,n)Be, 
252Cf, and D2O-moderated 252Cf. The dosimeter energy 
response functions were folded with several 
representative NPP spectra, divided by the type of used 
reactor facility: the pressurized water reactor (PWR), 
the boiling water reactor (BWR), the gas-cooled reactor 
(GCR), and the water-water energetic reactor (VVER) 
(Fig. 1). The neutron spectra at the workplaces were 
taken from compendium on neutron spectra [13]. All 
spectra used in this paper were measured with 
different technics, but primarily with activation foils or 
active thermal neutron detectors in a set of PE spheres. 

According to [12], neutron fields are characterized 
with fluence-average energy, dose-equivalent-average 
energy, spectrum averaged fluence-to-dose equivalent 
conversion coefficient and etc. Some of operational 
neutron field characteristics are calculated and shown 
in Table 1.  

Table 1. The main characteristics of operational neutron fields 

Operational spectrum 
Neutron field characteristics 

PWR BWR GCR VVER 

Fluence-average energy, keV 74 256 11 255 
Dose-equivalent-average 
energy, keV 

200 810 150 800 

Spectrum averaged fluence-to-
dose equivalent conversion 
coefficient, pSv·cm2 

61 50 20 150 

 a) 

 b) 

 c) 

 d) 

Figure 1. Operational spectra: а –BWR, b – PWR,  
c – VVER, d – GCR [13] 
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Some of these spectra are predominantly highly 
energetic, others are thermal and intermediate. In 
order to compare the dosimeter reading ( d

pH ) with the 

‘true’ value of the operational quantity ( 0
pH ), the 

spectra were folded with the dosimeter response 
function and with the appropriate fluence-to-dose 
equivalent conversion function. The ratio of dosimeter 
reading and personal dose equivalent were calculated 
as: 

r =
H

p
d (10)

H
p
0 (10)

  (1) 

where )10(dpH  – the dosimeter reading, )10(dpH  – the 

dose equivalent. The results are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. The ratio of dosimeter reading and personal dose 
equivalent to a variety of workplace spectra depending on 

calibration source 

Operational spectrum Calibration 
source BWR PWR VVER GCR 

Albedo TLD 
238Pu(,n)Be 9 30 10 106 
241Am(,n)Be 5 16 5 56 
252Cf 4 11 4 40 
252Cf (D2O) 1.1 4 1.2 12 

EPD 
238Pu(,n)Be 1.9 0.8 1.7 0.2 
241Am(,n)Be 0.6 1.3 0.6 5 
252Cf 0.9 2 1.0 7 
252Cf (D2O) 0.6 1.4 0.7 5 

Etched track dosimeter 
238Pu(,n)Be 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.2 
241Am(,n)Be 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 
252Cf 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.8 
252Cf (D2O) 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 

 

The albedo TLD as a rule overestimates the value of 
personnel exposure doses, and this overestimation may 
be essential (up to 20 times for soft spectra) depending 
on the type of the neutron spectrum [14]. The similar 
results, have been showing in this study, have been 
published in paper [15-16]. It is admitted that personal 
neutron dosimeters have strong dependence on the 
operational field. They have large response deviation. 
So, the methods examined at [18-19] should be used to 
decrease the uncertainty of the effective dose 
estimation. 

3. THE DESIGN OF THE DOSIMETER FOR NEUTRON 

EXPOSURE 

Since the REM-meters consist of a REM ball and an 
active or passive thermal neutron detector inside, they 
have a good correspondence fluence-to-effective dose 
conversion function [21] (Fig. 2). It was suggested that 
the response function of the thermal neutron detector, 
for instance, in a pair of TL detectors (TLD-600 and 
TLD-700), placed inside human body, is close to the 
REM-meter’s one. This suggestion was made because 
the size and the material of the REM ball are close to 
those of human body, hence their response functions 

should be almost the same. The capsule with the TL 
detectors, based on LiF, was proposed to be placed 
inside the body, e.g. in stomach by ingestion. This 
position is almost the same to the one of a passive or 
active neutron detector inside the REM ball. So, the 
new personal dosimeter for neutron exposure was 
designed and this is discussed below in this paper. It is 
called “oral thermoluminescent dosimeter” (OTD) due 
to the way it comes into the body. 

 
Figure 2. The comparison of REM meter [20] response 

function and the fluence-to-effective dose conversion function 

3.1. The principle of operation  

To estimate the neutron effective dose accurately, 
for instance in case of emergency exposure, the OTD 
should be swallowed. Fig. 3 shows the possible placing 
of the dosimeter in the stomach of a human body.  

It is assumed that during the operation in the 
radiation field the OTD response function will not be 
changed because the food transportation from the 
stomach to the intestines takes from 4 up to 10 hours. 
After scattering and thermalization in the human body, 
the incident neutrons can be detected with the thermal 
neutron detector. Once the exposed OTD is extracted 
naturally from the human body it should be transferred 
to the radiation protection department. The data 
processing is performed in the same way as for the 
personal thermoluminescent albedo dosimeters. The 
calibration of OTD should be done by placing the 
dosimeter inside of the tissue-equivalent phantom 
similar in shape to human body. 

 
Figure 3. The possible dosimeter placing in the stomach of a 

human body: 1 – dosimeter, 2 – the human body, 3 - 
phantom 

3.2. The dosimeter response function simulation 

The investigation of the OTD response function was 
carried out by means of simulation with Monte-Carlo 
code FLUKA [22-23]. The model of the experiment 
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included the OTD placed inside a phantom at the point 
of the stomach location. The phantom was presented 
by a cylinder, 50 cm in height, with an elliptic cross-
section of 40 × 32 cm. The material of the phantom 
consisted of H – 10 %, C – 11 %, N – 3 % and O – 76 % 
[21]. The OTD included the plastic capsule (Ø 0.8 × 1.5 
cm), with the wall thickness of 0.05 cm and 6LiF (Mg, 
Ti) and 7LiF (Mg, Ti) TL crystals (Ø 0.5 × 0.05 cm).  

 a) 

 b) 

 c) 

 d) 
Figure 4. Dosimeter response functions and fluence-to-

effective dose conversion functions in different exposure 
geometries: а – AP, b – PA, c – RLAT, d – ROT 

The phantom was exposed with a homogeneous 
monoenergetic parallel neutron field with the 
rectangular cross-section of 40 × 70 cm, covering the 
whole front phantom surface. The neutron energy was 
in a range from 10-3 up to 2·107 eV. The phantom was 
irradiated with the neutron field at 0°, 90°, 180° and 
270° angles to the normal of its front surface in order 
to obtain the response functions in anteroposterior, 
right lateral (RLAT), poster anterior (PA), left lateral 
(LLAT) geometries respectively. The dosimeter 
response function in the rotation geometry was 
calculated as a sum of its readings, obtained during the 
phantom exposure at angles from 0° up to 360° with 
the step of 45° to the normal of the front surface. The 
dosimeter response functions and the fluence-to-
effective dose conversion functions for AP, PA, RLAT 
and ROT geometries are depicted in Fig. 4. 

The largest difference between the dosimeter 
response function and the fluence-to-effective dose 
conversion function is observed in the ROT geometry 
in the region from the thermal energy of up to tens of 
keV. The dosimeter response function runs above the 
fluence-to-effective dose conversion function and the 
difference is about a factor of 7 and 9 for the AP and 
ROT exposure geometries respectively. It is typical that 
the dosimeter response function decreases in the 
energy region above 2 MeV, whereas the fluence-to-
effective dose conversion function increases. Fig.5 
shows the comparison of the albedo TLD, EPD, REM 
ball and OTD response functions and the fluence-to-
effective dose conversion function. 

 
Figure 5. Comprising albedo TLD, EPD, REM ball,  

OTD response functions and fluence-to-effective dose 
conversion function 

It is clearly seen that the OTD response function fits 
the fluence-to-effective dose conversion function closer 
than the functions of other personal neutron 
dosimeters. Nevertheless, it still concedes to a device 
for area monitoring. 

The influence of the OTD position inside the 
stomach of a human body was studied. The 
perpendicular and parallel orientation of the capsule 
with detectors relative to the direction of an initial 
incident neutron field were chosen (Fig. 6). It was 
shown that OTD orientation inside the stomach does 
not influence its readings 
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Figure 6. Dosimeter placement in human stomach 

relative to the neutron field 

To be detected in a dosimeter, neutrons have to run 
through a huge amount of moderator. The neutron flux 
loses focus due to the multiple scattering, so neutrons 
are detected at any angle. Hence, the OTD position 
inside the stomach does not influence its readings. The 
OTD response functions in different (parallel and 
perpendicular) positions relative to the neutron field 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 7. The dosimeter response functions in different 

(parallel and perpendicular) positions relative to the neutron 
field (AP exposure geometry) 

3.3. The uncertainties of the dosimeter for neutron 
exposure 

The determination of the ratio of OTD reading and 
personal dose equivalent was performed under the 
same conditions as for the personal dosimeters above. 
The AP and ROT exposure geometries were examined 
(Table 3). 

Table 3. The ratio of OTD reading and ambient dose 
equivalent under exposure in the AP and ROT geometries in a 
variety of operational fields depending on calibration source 

Workplace spectrum Calibration 
source BWR PWR VVER GCR 

Fission 
spectrum 

AP exposure geometry 
238Pu(a,n)Be 1.8 2.8 1.7 3.8 1.3 
241Am(a,n)Be 1.8 2.8 1.7 3.8 1.3 
252Cf 1.6 2.6 1.5 3.4 1.2 
252Cf (D2O) 1.2 2.0 1.2 2.6 0.9 

ROT exposure geometry 
238Pu(a,n)Be 2.0 3.4 1.9 4.8 1.4 
241Am(a,n)Be 2.0 3.3 1.9 4.8 1.4 
252Cf 1.7 2.9 1.7 4.1 1.2 
252Cf (D2O) 1.3 2.2 1.3 3.2 0.9 

It is clearly seen from the data in Table 3, that 
calibration, using sources with less effective neutron 
energy, provides less ratio for oral thermoluminescent 
dosimeter. The most appropriate calibration source for 
the OTD is 252Cf (D2O). The ratio of the dosimeter 
reading and personal dose equivalent, obtained by 
means of calibration with the 252Cf (D2O) source and 
exposure in highly-energetic neutron fields, varies from 
1.2 up to 2.0 for the AP geometry and from 1.3 up to 2.2 
for the ROT geometry. In case of calibration of the OTD 
with 238Pu(a,n)Be spectrum, the dosimeter 
overestimates the effective dose in a factor of 4 and 5 
for the AP and ROT geometries respectively. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The uncertainties of personal neutron 
dosimeters at various operational neutron fields were 
studied. The ratio of dosimeter reading and personal 
dose equivalent to a variety of workplace spectra after 
calibration is in the range from 1.1 up to 106 for the 
albedo TLD and from 0.6 up to 8 for the EPD. The 
lowest ratio was obtained in the etched track 
dosimeter. They are in the range from 0.8 up to 1.2. 
The downside of the etched track dosimeter is its 
measure range, from 200 µSv up to 20 Sv. The TLD 
and EPD can measure the doses ranging from 1 µSv up 
to 10 Sv. 

2. The new dosimeter was proposed, 
characterized by the way it is placed in the human 
body. The designed dosimeter of neutron exposure has 
the advantages of both personal neutron dosimeters 
and devices for area monitoring. The OTD is small (1.5 
× 0.8 cm) and easy to manufacture. It consists of 6LiF 
(Mg,Ti) and 7LiF (Mg,Ti) TL crystals, covered with 
teflon and placed into plastic capsule such as used for 
endoscopic research, but smaller in size, to avoid 
possible contact of LiF with liquids/water inside 
human body, during emergency capsule opening. The 
measurement range of these crystals is from 10 µGy up 
to 10 Gy. These crystals are well-known and wide-
spread. The OTD response function is close to the one 
of a device for group neutron dosimetry. Hence, their 
readings uncertainties are comparable. In spite of all 
advantages, it might be problematic for people to 
swallow a dosimeter. And much bigger problem might 
be extraction and later handle of the dosimeter. That is 
why the OTD is recommended to be used only in case 
of emergency situations. 

The dosimeter response function is close to the 
fluence-to-effective dose conversion function for all 
exposure geometries. The biggest difference between 
the dosimeter response function and the fluence-to-
effective dose conversion function is observed for the 
ROT geometry and it is in the energy region from 1 eV 
up to 100 keV. The dosimeter response function 
exceeds the fluence-to-effective dose conversion 
function in a factor of 7 and 9 for the AP and ROT 
geometries respectively. Note that the OTD response 
function for each exposure geometry decreases in the 
energy region above 2 MeV, due to neutrons with 
higher energy need thicker moderator material to slow 
them down up to thermal energy. Therefore the 
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dosimeter cannot be used at the high-energy 
accelerators’ fields. 

Using the radionuclide source, based on 252Cf in a 
heavy water moderator, the dosimeter calibration 
provides uncertainties 2-3 times smaller than 
calibrating by means of the other sources. In case of 
emergency exposure neutron spectrum will be similar 
to fission spectrum of nuclear fuel radionuclides, so the 
OTD will overestimate effective dose by factor of 2. 
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